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1. What was the triumph that Japan had in WWI dealing with Germany’s colonies?
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2. Most Japanese believed they had a _________________ mission to enlighten
and protect _________.
3. Japan seemed to be heading toward a democracy. Japanese living standards
were the _________ in Asia and __________________ was universal.
4. In the 1920s, what was Japan using their colonies for (Taiwan, Korea, and
Manchuria)?
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4. In the 1920s, what was Japan using their colonies for (Taiwan, Korea, and
Manchuria)?

5. As a result of the growing powers of the ______________ (giant conglomerate
businesses—see term on the side), Japan experienced financial oligarchy (a
gov. controlled by the few wealthy people), ______________________ of
government officials, and weak ___________________________.
6. What were the beliefs of the ultranationalists?
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7. The ultranationalist revived what 2 things?
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8. The anti-Western cry of the Ultranationalists was “________________________
_______________________.”
9. What occurred to changes things to work to the favor of the ultranationalists?
How so?
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10. How do YOU think these ultranationalists will affect which side the Japanese
fight on in World War II?
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